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Hoagie sandwich word origin

Advertisementhoagie (n.)large sandwich made of long crusty roll split lengthwise and filled with meat and cheese (and tomato and onion and salads and spices); Different names are used in different sections of the United States; From
wordnet.princeton.eduHIVhivehiveshmmhoagiehoardhoarderhoardinghoarfrost I've scraped If you're a man and see it, please ignore it. If you are a scraper, please click on the link below :-) Note that clicking the link below will block access to this site for 24 hours. With I'm a scraper its origins may be
shrouded in the fog of weather, but – who cares? It's National Hoagie Day! We're really hoping we could trace the Native American name to hoagie in celebration of National Hoagie Day today, but we couldn't. However, we found these seven variations, which were to some extent more questionable than
others. Get yourself a nice fresh hoagie (or, depending on your birthplace, underwater, torpedoes, zeppelin, Italian, hero, grinder, po'boy, wedge, spuckie, a garibaldi, blimpie...) and settle down to explore these recommendations. (Note: Not National Spuckie Day.) Hog Island Induction. During World War
I, the U.S. government contracted with an American International Shipbuilding Company to build a warship on Hog Island – named for the hogs that European colonists let run wild there after purchasing land from Lenape – on the Delaware River, where the airport now stands. (The first ship off the line
was the U.S. Quistconck, named for Lenape's name instead. Now, wouldn't that be a big name sandwich?) The ships built there were known as the Hog Islanders. According to Dominic Vitiello, a city studies professor at Penn, Italian immigrants working for the company after World War II also became
known as Hog Islanders, and the massive sandwiches they built from lunch meat and cheese inside Italian rolls took the name as well. It was eventually damaged by hoggies and then transformed into hoagies, thanks to the wonders of the Philadelphia accent. Hogan hypothesis. See above, but replace
an Irish immigrant shipbuilder named Hogan who coveted his Italian co-worker's hearty sandwich and asked him to have his wife make him one, too. His moniker got put into a sandwich and then diminutized, forever endure. The Hokie Proposition. This unlikely candidate relies on anecdotal evidence that
Italians in South Philly once used the term to hoke, as we now use on the dole to describe poverty. Sandwiches made by kind shopkeepers from scraps of meat and cheese and distributed without need thus became hokies that transmogrified the hoagies. Gilbert and Sullivan Conjecture. We did not plant
them, people; we just need to report them. Food historian William Woys Weaver is a promulgator of the theory in which that sandwich dates all the way back to the 1880s, when Gilbert and Sullivan's comic opera H.M.S Pinafore in Philly. Local bakeries marked the occasion by producing a long, thin roll



they called pinafore. Sandwiches made on rolls were sold by street cart vendors known as hokey-pokey men. Thus, a born hokey who gradually had a lifed with lazy Philly mouths into an easier-to-say hoagie. DePalma Postulate. Imagine, if you were, in the depths of the Great Depression in South
Philadelphia. An unemployed musician named Al DePalma goes to the shipyards to look for work, and points out employees chomping happily away meat and cheese sandwiches on lovely fresh rolls. These guys look like hogs, DePalma tells himself. Instead of applying for a job, he opens his lunch
stand, repeatedly creating hefty sandwiches and inviting them to hoggies. He finally opens a real, full-scale restaurant in the 20's and Mifflin and gets back in the room assembly line for his sandwiches, earning the nickname King Hoggies. And then that somehow creeps in holmesburg hobo conclusion.
This one was promulgated by local historian Jim Smart, who once wrote a column for the Inquirer. He claimed that hoagie was a corruption hobo, used a sandwich invented on Ditman Street in the Holmesburg section of the city. DiCostanza criterion. We are, of course, suspicious of ourselves serving the
myths of origin, but we are bound to have to bring you everything to us, just as hoagie does. In 1925, the DiCostanza family opened a grocery store – gasp – Chester, which caters to late night habitués of den of innocence (some say it was a bar; some say it was a pool hall) known as Palermo's. On one
auspicious evening, a customer went into the store just as Mrs. DiCostanza was baking some pepper. Tempted by the aroma, the customer asked him to make their meat and cheese sandwich and throw some pepper. She did, and the rest is... well, history according to the DiCostanza clan, and just
another birth theory, albeit a stable one to everyone else. This also explains the sandwich, but what about the name? We'll chew on it while we chew on ours. Happy National Hoagie Day! Follow @SandyHingston on twitter. Previously: How Wawa spreads the gospel Hoagies Read more about: History of
Hoagies Things You Might Not Know Oxford English Dictionary says the word hoagie didn't come to common use until 1967, but within the Philadelphia region people used the term as early as the 1930s. (Visit Philadelphia) Hoagie is a sandwich made on a long Italian roll that contains a variety of Italian
meats and cheeses, salads, tomatoes, and siepies, and dressed with olive oil, vinegar and spices. Its exact origins are unclear, but by the end of the twentieth century the mayoral proclamation announced that hoagie is the official sandwich from Philadelphia. Known outside the Philadelphia region as an
underwater sandwich, grinder, or hero, according to the Oxford English dictionary the word hoagie didn't come to common use until 1967. within the region people used the term as early as the 1930s, and it appeared in the Philadelphia City Directory for the first time in 1945. In the 1950s, a letter to the
New York Times from a tourist in Philadelphia from Baltimore noted that the sandwich he recognized as a grinder was called hoagie, hoggy, horgy, or hogy. These alternative names give some pointers to hoagie's even more mysterious origins. Some people have claimed that the name stems from Italian
laborers who worked on southwest Philadelphia's Hog Island during The First World War and brought sandwiches with them for lunch. The workers' nickname, hoggies, was also applied to the sandwich. However, since the title doesn't appear in print until much later, this story seems unlikely. Another
variation is that Italian street vendors, known as hokey pokey men, sold them to hoagie in an actually spoiled version of the hokey pokey. The most widely accepted explanation, however, is that Al DePalma, a former musician, used the name in the sandwich shop, which he opened in 1936. Years before,
he had seen a friend eating a great sandwich, and thought he'd have a hog to finish it. DePalma called his sandwiches hoggies, but his clients pronounced them hoagies. Planet Hoagie in Media, Pa., is one of countless shops that revolve around the steady appetite of hoagies in Greater Philadelphia.
(Photo by Donald D. Groff on The Encyclopedia of Greater Philadelphia) Whatever the name, the sandwich has a link to the region's Italian immigrant heritage. When a large number of Italians emigrated to the northeast at the beginning of the twentieth century, many were motivated to do so with hunger
and poverty in their lives in Italy. In the United States, although they were still poor, they had access to better quality food and more meat than ever before. As one Italian immigrant wrote a letter to his brother, still in Italy, in America il pane e'molle, ma la vita e'dura (bread is soft, but life is hard). Hoagie's
excess, with its layers of meat and cheese and its sheer size, is the result of this newfound culinary abundance. By the late twentieth and early twentieth century, hoagie had become a representative of the Philadelphia region, eaten by all nationalities and races. In 1992, Mayor Ed Randall named hoagie
the Philadelphia Official Sandwich. Convenience store chain Wawa has embraced the sandwich, and for years has sponsored a summer marketing campaign it calls hoagiefest. In 2014, observance included an exposition on the history of the hoagie at the National Constitution Center. Regional store
chains like Wawa and Mom and pop delis and sandwich shops have helped ensure that the name still dominates the region. Mary Rizzo is co-editor of the National Historian and National Historian Residence at the Central Atlantic Regional Center for the Humanities at Rutgers University-Camden. In a
2003 study on regional disparities use found that only the Philadelphia region has a hotbed of hoagie use, shown on this card in green. Nationally, the sub is a much more common term. (Joshua Katz, Statistics Department, North Carolina State University, based on data from the Harvard Dialect Survey)
Copyright 2014, Rutgers University Smith, Andrew, and Bruce Kraig. Oxford Food and Drink Encyclopedia in America. Oxford University press, 2013. Hines, Mary Anne, Gordon M. Marshall, and William Woys Weaver. Larder Invaded: Reflections on Three Centuries of Philadelphia Food and Drink: The
Joint Exhibition was held November 17, 1986 to April 25, 1987. Pennsylvania Historical Society, 1987. Eames, Edwin, and Howard Robboy, Underwater Sandwich: Lexic Variations in a Cultural Context, American Speech, 42 (4) 1967. Diner, Hasia R. Hungering for America: Italian, Irish and Jewish
Foodways in the Migration Age. Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2009. Paesano, at the locations of 1017 S. Ninth Street in South Philadelphia and 152 W. Girard Avenue in Northern Freedom, Philadelphia. Sarcone's Deli, 734 S. Ninth Street, South Philadelphia. Carmen Delhi, 42 E. Browning
Road, Bellmawr, N.J. Abbruzzi and Giuntas Italian Market, 3211 Route 38, Mount Laurel, N.J. Carlino's Market, 2616 E. County Line Road, Ardmore, Pa. and 128 W. Market Street, West Chester, Pa. Italian Market, centered south ninth street and Washington Avenue, Philadelphia. Philadelphia.
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